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Addressing Data Protection (GDPR) Requirements 

 in SAP HANA and BW/4HANA 

 

Let us review a case where organization’s database contains personal data that is not supposed to be 

accessed by most users. This data may include individual names, personal details, social security 

numbers, dates of birth, etc. This is especially relevant with the adoption of GDPR in the European Union 

(The General Data Protection Regulation is a regulation in EU law on data protection and privacy for all 

individuals within the European Union). 

 

SAP HANA 2 has a built-in native Data Masking feature that can be implemented in 

the Data Analytics solutions requiring data protection. The data masking concept is 

described in the following blog post by SAP: 

https://blogs.sap.com/2017/04/12/protect-your-sensitive-data-using-sap-hanas-new-

dynamic-data-masking/ 

 

Consume Masked Data in BW 

If we set up a technical user connection between BW and HANA without granting masking permissions 

(do not assign UNMASKED privilege) all columns masked via Calculation Views will be protected when 

consumed in BW.  
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Below you see a sample Composite Provider design consuming data from a Calculation View with a 

masked column TXTMD. The HANA native view is connected via an Open ODS View object in SAP 

BW/4HANA.  

SAPABAP1 user connecting BW to HANA does not have UNMASKED privilege assigned, therefore in the 

data preview panel we see only masked values (‘XXX’) for protected fields. Same applies to all BW 

queries built on top of the Composite Provider. 
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Consume Masked Data in HANA Native (Data Science Applications, APIs) 

 

Data scientists usually work with raw data sets. 

However, data protection rules should be applied for 

data mining as well. SAP HANA Calculation Views 

with masked columns can deliver on data protection 

requirements. These views can be maintained in a 

separate Schema with dedicated access rights 

specifically configured for data scientists or APIs. 

Protected HANA views can combine in unions and 

joins multiple data sets from numerous sources 

including BW and HANA tables.    
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